
Kundo Chat 
 

A channel for closer contact with customers



What is Kundo Chat?

Want to know more? Read more and book a demo at kundo.se or email us direct at info@kundo.se

Kundo Chat lets you chat with your customers directly on your website. You 
can answer queries more quickly and be just as personal as in a 
telephone call. 

Shorter waiting times, faster solutions 
You can manage several chats at the same time 
and answer more quickly than on the telephone 
without losing the personal dialogue. You will also 
solve queries more quickly than by email because 
you can ask follow-up questions straight away.  

Efficient and customer-oriented 
Create separate chat channels for different target 
groups and see which page on your website the 
customer is looking at in order to be able to adapt 
the answer to the situation.  

Statistics 
Insights into the number of chats, popular topics 
and answering times in fast reports and detailed 
graphs.  

Reach new target groups  
The younger generation uses instant messaging 
as their primary communication tool, preferred 
over both telephone and email. You will reach 
these target groups and fulfil their expectations 
regarding availability and fast responses. 
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We use Kundo Chat
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Manage several chats at the 
same time

Want to know more? Read more and book a demo at kundo.se or email us direct at info@kundo.se

Manage several chats at the same time, see which page of your website 
that visitors are currently looking at and contact the person by email 
where necessary.
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You can chat with several customers at the same time in Kundo Chat, which results in  
shorter waiting times. 
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Find and follow up chats that 
have ended
All chats can be looked up in retrospect and followed up on, categorised, 
allocated and much more. You can also choose to automatically close the 
chats after a certain period of time. 

A finished chat can be read and managed afterwards
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Kundo’s chat assistent allows you to benefit from the best of two worlds 
and gets you up and running quicker than with a chat bot. Your chat is 
easily accessible on your webpage where it simultaneously search for 
answers in your existing material without compromising the customer’s 
experience.

The Chat assistent - an easier 
alternative to a chat bot
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You can get statistics directly in Kundo and via monthly reports. Get an 
overview of the number of incoming questions, response times and the 
workload. With the help of tags, you can also get statistics relating to 
what kind of questions you have been getting. 

Statistics and analysis of 
customer dialogues
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Want to know more? 
 

Contact us for a demo

             Mail:       info@kundo.se 

             Twitter:    @kundo 
             Phone:    +46 (0)8 410 433 85
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